YellowPagesGoesGreen.org Introduces New Earth-Friendly White Pages
Newly-launched database will add WhitePagesGoesGreen.org to popular, fast-growing Web
resource designed for everyone who prefers the convenience of searching for phone numbers
and other information online.
(PRWEB) March 14, 2013 -- YellowPagesGoesGreen.org, a business directory website in the vanguard of the
Green movement and dedicated to preserving the earth’s environment, announces the launch of
WhitePagesGoesGreen.org, another environmentally-friendly resource for finding information in today’s fastpaced, digital world. Patterned after its successful web-based Yellow Pages service, White Pages takes the
online directory a step further by offering its users the opportunity to locate both residential and business
listings and information throughout the United States.
“Today we are thrilled to introduce our brand new online White Pages service,” announced Michael Keegan,
president of Yellow Pages Directory, Inc. “White Pages is all about discovery, and will provide our users with a
convenient resource for locating individual and residential listings in their own neighborhoods and cities, as
well as across the country. It’s the perfect complement to our already-established Yellow Pages platform, and
we hope that our users will enjoy finding the information they need quickly and easily on
WhitePagesGoesGreen.org.”
The new WhitePagesGoesGreen.org service adds more than 125 million listings to the popular and wellestablished Internet search tool YellowPagesGoesGreen.org. Yellow Pages already offers consumers
throughout the United States the ability to connect with over 27 million businesses across the North American
continent.
Yellow Pages Directory, Inc. is the owner of YellowPagesGoesGreen.org and PaperlessPetition.org. It provides
an environmentally-friendly web-based alternative to bulky, wasteful paper telephone directories while offering
an easy and convenient click-through mechanism allowing consumers to opt out from receiving printed yellowbook directories. Both YellowPagesGoesGreen.org and PaperlessPetition.org have been instrumental in
promoting and providing opt-out awareness across the country over the past several years, giving users the
ability to reduce their individual environmental footprints in the process. Yellow Pages Directory, Inc. has also
taken steps to minimize its own impact upon the environment by employing the most up-to-date and energy
efficient web-hosting services available.
For further information, please visit http://www.WhitePagesGoesGreen.org
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Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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